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Preface
Myanmar’s municipalities, namely the Development Affairs Organizations and City
Development Committees, are responsible for the provision of urban services such
as roads, piped water and solid waste management. Effective management of these
public goods is critical for ensuring that cities are productive places that promote
health and well-being.
While governments may bear ultimate responsibility for the provision of a service,
the question arises whether government should directly provide that service, or
whether it could be better provided and managed by private contractors,
community groups or individuals. This is one of the most important policy
decisions that municipalities must make. In Myanmar, municipal authorities have
begun this process; yet in a context where all levels of government are still
working out the appropriate boundaries between the state and market in a post-socialist economy, they have little guidance and limited experience to draw on.
This paper seeks to support specific municipal decision-making on the provision
of solid waste management. To address the limitations outlined above, the paper
applies an economic perspective to the question of who should directly provide municipal solid waste collection services and brings together the lessons learned from
decades of economics research on the ‘outsourcing’ of solid waste management.
The paper collates a series of case studies from Myanmar and the region to better
understand that context – and identifies some truly novel approaches. The findings
of good practice feed into recommendations that we hope can be a guide to municipalities that are considering outsourcing or are looking to improve existing practice.
This research was generously funded by the United Kingdom’s Department for
International Development Aid, the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation, and the Australian Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade. The opinions expressed in the report are solely those of the authors.

Matthew Arnold
Country Representative
The Asia Foundation
Yangon, January 2020

Glossary of Terms
Agency Problem – A situation where an “agent” (which can be an individual or group) operating on behalf of a “principal” (which can be an individual or group) has a motive to act
in contradiction to the principal’s best interests.
Collective Action Problem – A situation in which all individuals would be better off cooperating but fail to do so because of conflicting interests between individuals that discourage joint action.
DAO – Development Affairs Organization, municipal authorities in Myanmar responsible
for a wide range of urban services but principally focused on delivering public works (such
as roads, drainage and bridges), waste management and local business governance.
Diseconomies of Scale – When larger production processes result in higher cost per unit
of output.
Economics - The study of how societies or groups of people allocate scarce resources
amongst many competing needs.
Economies of Scale – When larger production processes result in reduced cost per unit of
output
Firm – a for-profit business organization.
Free-riding – Is when an individual benefits from the provision of public goods service,
but does not pay their share of the cost of these services. When this
happens, it can result in an under-provision of those services, known as the free-rider
problem.
Heterogeneity – When there are many differences across the individual units being studied, such as people, organizations or countries, which makes it difficult or impossible to
generalize.
Incentives – The things that motivate an individual, group or organization to act in a certain way.
Incomplete Contracting – The idea that no contract between two entities can ever be

complete because it cannot possibly specify conditions for every conceivable contingency,
which creates possibilities for opportunistic behavior by either one or both parties.
Information Asymmetry – A type of market failure that arises when one party to an economic transaction has more or better information than the other.
(Local) Natural Monopoly – Can occur when a market has high upfront costs that must be
recovered over long periods of time and by serving a large number of
people, thus making it inefficient or impossible to have multiple firms operating at the same
time.
Markets – the means by which buyers and sellers come together to exchange goods or services. These markets are not physical in nature.
Market Failure – A scenario where the allocation of resources in a competitive
market leads to social welfare loss.
Market Mechanisms – The ways in which market actors behave to maximize their returns,
such as firms competing to maximize profits.
MSW – Municipal Solid Waste, which refers to all physical, non-liquid items that are discarded by the public in an urban area.
Outsourcing – When an entity contracts an external actor to provide a good or
service for them. Outsourcing is different from privatization as it does not involve the transfer of property or business from government to a private entity.
Primary Collection – The collection garbage from the point of generation, i.e. a household or
business, from where it is either transported to a transfer station or directly to a landfill.
Secondary Collection – The transportation of a larger amount of garbage from a transfer
station to a landfill.
SWM – Solid Waste Management, which refers to the collection, treatment, and
disposal of all solid waste material, in both urban and rural areas. Akin to MSW
Management.
Transaction Costs – A theoretical perspective which, similar to Agency Problems, analyses
business interactions in terms of the costs that arise from attempting to overcome information asymmetries. These include the design, negotiation,
monitoring, and enforcement of contracts, and the cost of managing all these exchanges.
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An economic analysis of solid waste management outsourcing in Myanmar

i. Urban Waste
Solid waste collection is one of the most important public services that a municipal government can provide. Without effective service
provision, cities quickly become littered with
garbage which is a significant health and
environmental hazard. As noted by the World
Bank, “a city that cannot effectively manage its
waste is rarely able to manage more complex
services.” 1

I. Introduction
Economics is the study of how societies
allocate resources amongst their many
competing needs. The discipline has
developed many different “models”, ways
of thinking about the world, in an attempt to
understand and guide decision-making. This
paper applies the theory and evidence gathered
from decades of economics research to the
issue of solid waste management
collection in Myanmar. By combining evidence
from other countries with an appreciation of
actual practice in Myanmar, the paper aims to
guide Myanmar’s municipalities in their
decisions as to who should collect solid waste
in a post-socialist economy, and how.

Box 1: Municipal Solid Waste
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) consists of all
everyday items, commonly referred to as trash
or garbage, that are discarded by the public in
an urban area.2 It excludes liquid waste and industrial waste, which are outside the scope of
this paper.3 In Myanmar, MSW management is
mainly carried out by municipal authorities, i.e.
Development Affairs Offices (DAOs)
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management is one of the single largest current
expenditure items for municipal authorities.4 In

Effective Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) management is not easy or cheap. MSW systems
represent a sizeable undertaking in terms of
effective supply-chain management, purchasing and servicing vehicles, overseeing landfills,
and continuous engagement with the public.
All of this requires municipal governments to
commit considerable organizational and financial resources. In Myanmar, similar to most
lower- and middle-income economies, MSW

Myanmar, cleansing departments of the DAOs
earn revenues from garbage collection fees and
occasional special collections, but rely heavily
on subsidies from the main municipal budget.
As shown in Table 1, for example, Taunggyi’s
cleansing department consistently accounts for
roughly one-fifth of the DAO’s total current expenditure, a sizeable – albeit decreasing – proportion of total expenditure.

Table 1: Taunggyi DAO Cleansing Department Budget from Fiscal Year 2014–2015 to 2017–2018
(in millions of kyats and as a proportion of total DAO expenditure). Source: Taunggyi DAO.

Taunggyi DAO

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

FY 2016-17

FY 2017-18

Cleansing dep't,
current expenditure

272

158

164

170

% of DAO current
expenditure

26%

15%

19%

18%

% of DAO total
expenditure

15%

8%

8%

4%

Waste disposal is a critical matter for general welfare, especially in developing countries where
public service provision may be tightly constrained by budget limitations. Globally, an estimated
3.5 billion people – roughly half of the world’s current population – lack access to waste management services.5 This is not simply an aesthetic problem. According to the World Bank, “poorly managed waste has an enormous impact on health, local and global environment, and [the] economy.”6
The cost of treating these impacts is usually higher in the long term than what it would have cost
to manage the waste properly in the first place.
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Box 2:

ties tend to be public works such as constructing and maintaining roads and drains, collecting
solid waste, and providing governance of local
businesses.11

Myanmar Solid Waste Output at a

Glance
Urban waste generation in Myanmar is rapidly
rising. According to an estimate by the World
Bank, MSW alone was estimated at 5,616 tons
a day in 2012, and was projected to almost
quadruple to 21,012 tons a day by 2025 due to
urbanization and the MSW generation rate increasing from 0.44 to 0.85 kg/capita/day.7 Other
research indicates that waste output in the biggest urban centers is already rising rapidly, with
Friedor Jeske (Thant Myanmar) for example calculating a waste output of 0.68 kg/capita/day
for Mandalay City in 2017.8 MSW in Myanmar
largely originates from households (60 percent),
markets (10 percent) and commercial producers
(10 percent). It is primarily composed of organic waste (77 percent) with the rest consisting of
plastic (13 percent), paper (7 percent), and others (3 percent). Note: the proportion of organic waste is slightly lower in major urban center
(roughly 67 percent and 72 percent for Yangon
and Mandalay, respectively), which see higher
use of plastic and industrial waste.9

Municipal authorities are in a unique position
to improve local service delivery. Municipalities are primarily accountable to regional parliaments rather than central government. This
means that DAOs are relatively free to experiment with new policies and development initiatives (within the confines of Development Affairs
Laws passed by sub-national parliaments).12
Given Myanmar’s rapidly evolving public governance framework, this leaves DAOs with plenty
of opportunity to experiment with different MSW
management models which will need to be adjusted over time to fit each municipal government’s unique circumstances.
Effective management of urban spaces will be
vital for Myanmar’s long-term sustainable development. The 2014 national census estimated that 30 percent of the population live in urban
centers, which is the second-lowest rate in the
Southeast Asia region. However, Myanmar is
currently experiencing a relatively fast pace of
rural to urban migration and urbanization, with
the census population projections estimating
that roughly a million more people will move to
cities every five years between 2015 and 2030.13
Urban centers are considered key sites for driving economic growth due to the agglomeration
effect, which refers to the benefits accrued due
to individuals and firms being in close proximity
to one another.14,15 Well-managed cities become
drivers of innovation and “[allow] an inclusive
and democratic society to emerge,” while – conversely – poorly-managed cities risk becoming
congested, crime-ridden, and disease-ridden.16
Being able to maintain clean and healthy cities
is therefore a key aspect of urban development.

ii. Decentralization and Municipal
Governance in Myanmar
Myanmar has recently embarked on significant decentralization reforms. Following the
establishment of regional parliaments in the
14 states and regions in accordance with the
2008 Constitution, oversight of municipal governance was devolved to state and region governments in 2011. Although states and regions
have oversight of DAOs, in practice the DAOs are
relatively independent. The DAOs’ mandate includes taking responsibility for providing a wide
range of socio-economic services, although in
practice the scope of actual activities is constrained. This is partly due to the fact that DAOs
are largely self-financed and have a narrow revenue base, relying primarily on the sale of business licenses and minor transfers from state/
regional governments.10 Thus their main activi9
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private service provision requires a “substantial increase in tendering and contract management skills.”21 It is therefore important to evalu-

Solid waste management, and illegal dumping
of waste, is a major concern amongst municipal authorities in Myanmar. During stakeholder meetings between The Asia Foundation and
members of a dozen DAOs, waste management
was consistently mentioned as one of the most
pressing issues that municipal governments are
working to address.

ate these outsourcing experiments, particularly
in light of their hitherto mixed results, to find
ways of improving urban waste management in
Myanmar.

iii. Public Waste Management

Reforming waste management ties into fundaWaste management in Myanmar as a whole is
mental questions from the field of public ecostill at a preliminary stage17 but with clear opnomics about who is responsible for collection,
portunities for improvements. The country curand how the service will be financed. One of the
rently enjoys strong economic growth, it already
main responsibilities of a government, whether
has a diverse recycling sector, and the recently
local or national, is to provide vital public serreformed DAOs enjoy full authority over MSW
vices such as education, health care, and waste
management. According to a scoping mission
management. Public economics studies whethreport by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency,
er certain social welfare objectives are best
these factors create significant opportunities
achieved through market provisions, managed
for ‘quick wins’ to jumpstart improvements in
markets, or direct provision by the government.
MSW management, such as sectoral capaciDecisions may be based on a variety of analyty building, developing transfer stations,18 and
ses of, for example, how different stakeholder
improving fee collection.19 Such efforts could
incentives can be aligned, whether service proprove particularly effective if existing contractvision by the private sector might suffer from
ing and outsourcing issues are addressed.
market failures, and whether a government policy has positive or negative spillovers. Public
economics also deals extensively with how to
Box 3: Outsourcing
finance social welfare provisions, which for muIn simple terms, outsourcing refers to when an
nicipal governments is normally via a variety of
entity contracts an outsider to provide a good or
service. In the context of public administration;
property taxes, income taxes, central governthis is, when a government institution contracts
ment transfers, and service-specific user fees.22
a person or company from the private sector to
As such, this paper poses some fundamental
provide a service instead of conducting the serquestions of relevance to policymakers about
vice itself with its own staff.
who – ultimately – is responsible for picking up
waste, and how can this best be managed and
DAOs have been using their relative autonomy financed.
to experiment with new reforms in waste management. This is demonstrated by how at least Waste collection is an example of a public sernine townships or municipalities to date have vice which might be managed more efficiently
used, or have considered using, outsourcing to via outsourcing to a private contractor. In theory,
deal with solid waste collection.20 However, as this is possible because the private sector has
pointed out by, for example, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), transitioning from public to

stronger incentives to innovate and cut costs.
However, the profit incentive may also result
10
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in lowered service provision due to so-called agency costs, or it can damage the social contract
between a municipal government and the public, potentially making it harder to raise revenues for
MSW management and other services. Much of the relevant economic literature on outsourcing
has been written in the context of advanced economies with strong institutional capacity and mature markets. In Myanmar, both those conditions are often absent. This paper has therefore been
written to reflect the economic context of Myanmar.
Figure 1: The MSW Management Chain, from Generation to Disposal. Sorting of garbage (to remove recyclables and/or organic
material) is not shown as a discrete step because it can happen – formally or informally – at all stages of the MSW management
chain. The scope of this paper is primarily focused on the different ways that DAOs in Myanmar manage the garbage collection
stage, although the other aspects are occasionally referred to in textboxes and policy suggestions.

Generation

Collection

Transfer

Households and firms

Transportation

Disposal

Landfill or incinerator

iv. The Study
This paper reviews some of the different waste collection models that are currently used by municipalities in Myanmar. Using the lens of outsourcing and economic theory, it explores how municipal
waste collection may be reformed. The project began with a review of economic literature on municipal outsourcing, followed by a study of municipal waste collection models in other developing
countries. This was contextualized by research on municipal waste collection in Myanmar using a
case study approach. The preliminary findings were presented at two workshops held by The Asia
Foundation and the Renaissance Institute in Mandalay and Taunggyi, involving a total of over 150
DAO officials from around the country, and their comments and suggestions have been incorporated into this paper.
Following this introduction, Section 2 provides a summary of municipal waste management practices in Myanmar based on four case studies. Section 3 highlights the dangers of poor contracting,
and the benefits of community-based models, drawn from an analysis of two international case
studies. Section 4 concludes with a summary of the report’s findings. The Annex summarizes the
relevant economic literature on MSW outsourcing.
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2. Municipal Waste
Collection in Practice

Figure 2: The difference between primary and secondary collection

Primary Garbage Collection

MSW management in Myanmar is a patchwork
of different formal and informal systems, which
vary in their fee structures, staff wages, equipment use, and levels of private-sector and community involvement. Overall, it can be said that
most DAOs in Myanmar are struggling with high
demand, low capacity, and limited funding. This
section offers a brief summary of MSW practices followed by four Myanmar and two international case studies. The case studies form the
basis for the analytical model of MSW practices in Myanmar presented in Section 3, together
with a list of advantages and disadvantages of
different approaches.

Household and/or Garbage Bins

Various collection vehicles

Landﬁll

Box 4 :The Benefits of Organizing Primary and Secondary Waste Collection
In MSW management, primary collection is the collection of waste from the point where it is placed by
Flatbed trailer or Bigger capacity truck

those who produced it – for example, inside or outside
a house, or in communal waste bins – from where it is
either transported to a transfer station or to a landfill.
Secondary collection refers to when a larger amount
of waste accumulated through primary collection is
taken from a transfer station to the landfill. The main

Transfer Station

advantage of dividing MSW management into primary and secondary collection is that it saves time and
money on transporting waste to landfill sites: smaller
collection trucks can cover more areas, while larger
trucks can make more frequent trips to the landfill.
This also saves wear and tear of infrastructure, in-

Various collection vehicles

cluding roads. In the long run, good development of
primary collection using low-cost equipment such
as waste bins, manual push-carts or three-wheeled
trucks can be a vital foundation for effective waste
management as it becomes the basis for segregating
household waste (see the Surabaya, Indonesia case
study).

Household and/or Garbage Bins

Secondary Garbage Collection
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i. Overview of Current Practices in
Myanmar

There is considerable variety in who actually
collects people’s garbage from their homes or
bins. Data from The Asia Foundation’s 2018
City Life Survey (CLS) shows that municipal
authorities collect the majority of people’s garbage, either directly, by themselves, or indirectly through an agent operating on their behalf. A
sizeable proportion of garbage is also collected
by entities that do not work for the municipality.
For example, municipal waste collectors sometimes collaborate with informal waste pickers to
help them with collection in return for the right
to sell recyclable materials. There is generally
a lack of public sensitization over garbage collection arrangements. In Taunggyi for example,
the DAO has hired a local contractor to collect
garbage across the entire city, but 96 percent
of respondents in the survey believed that their
garbage was collected by an individual or organization that did not work for the municipal authority (Table 2).

MSW is centrally managed by municipal authorities across the country. However, in the face of
challenges including insufficient funding, all cities in Myanmar operate their MSW systems with
some level of localized modification. In Yangon,
for example, many apartment dwellers pay individual waste collectors MMK 200 – 300 per bag,
and some townships have informal contractors
charge households for door-to-door collection,
while paying YCDC workers to take the collected
trash to landfills. In Shan State, at least seven
DAOs have experimented with formally outsourcing garbage collection, with mixed results.
A few towns, including Hpa-An and Monywa,
have seen local communities step in to fill capacity gaps, while many towns are unable to
cope with rapidly rising waste generation and
experience widespread open dumping and trash
burning.

Table 2: Perceptions About Who Collects Household Garbage, 2018 City Life Survey 23

“Number of responses”

Yangon

52

19

23

5

340

1

“Number of responses”

All Cities except
Yangon

57

26

16

1068

1

“Number of responses”

Mandalay

59

35

5

319

1

“Number of responses”

Mawlamyine

87

Monywa

76

4

8

288

1

“Number of responses”
17

4

191

3

“Number of responses”

Taunggyi

11

0

96

20

2

40

60

80

The DAO/YCDC / MCDC collects it directly
An individual/organization working for the DAO / YCDC / MCDC collects it
An individual/organization that is not working for the DAO / YCDC / MCDC
An individual/organization, but I do not know who they are working for
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Similarly, the infrastructure used is extremely
varied. Common garbage collection vehicles include htaw-lar-gyi (tractor-pulled carts), thonebane (three-wheeled trucks), pa-zin-khaung
(medium-sized trucks), naut-pwint (large openbed trucks), and small and large trash compactors. Individual waste pickers in cities like Yangon often use manual push-carts (lat-toon-hle),
while larger cities such as Mandalay and Monywa also have fleets of flatbed and cable trucks
to pick up garbage containers. The lack of standardized equipment can be advantageous in
that each city may purchase whatever equipment is most suitable to its budget and geography; for example, hilly cities like Taunggyi have
numerous small, winding roads which are either
too narrow or too steep for medium- and largesized trucks to pass.

Historically, funding for municipal “cleansing
departments” is one of four line charges in the
household property tax. However, the amount of
property tax collected by municipalities is extremely low due to low property valuations (McDonald and Hein 2017). This means that DAOs
are chronically underfunded, and rely heavily on
business license sales and transfers from central and regional governments.25 Solid waste
disposal is surprisingly expensive. Mandalay
city, which likely enjoys economies of scale due
to its size, has for example estimated that the
average cost of collection and transportation
of one ton of solid waste to a landfill is MMK
16,855.26

The cleansing budgets of all municipalities are,
in effect, heavily subsidized from the general
DAO budget. In an attempt to cover the cost of
There is no formal distinction or development expanding MSW collection, many municipaliof primary and secondary waste collection net- ties have introduced a separate garbage collecworks.24 This is inefficient, in part because cit- tion fee, typically MMK 1,000–2,000 per month
ies often show a preference for medium-sized for households (see Table 3) and MMK 5,000–
trucks which engage in both house-to-house 10,000 per month for businesses and institucollection as well as dumpsite ferrying. This tions.27 However, most DAOs struggle with fee
wastes time and resources (such as fuel) be- collection which largely relies on the goodwill
cause large trucks are better suited for ferrying of the local population (which in turn depends
garbage to landfills (see Textbox 4).
on the quality of service provision), and collected fees are insufficient to cover costs. This gap
Figure 3: Common Garbage Collection Vehicles in
between revenues and costs means that less
Myanmar.
funding is available for other municipal services. In turn, the high operating loss is the chief
reason why some municipalities have used – or
considering using – outsourcing arrangements.
Lat-Toon-Hle

Thone Bane

Htaw-Lar-Gyi

Pa-Zin-Khaung
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Table 3: Average Garbage Collection Fees Per Month. Based on households that pay a specific fee, not those who
either do not pay a fee or where it is part of their property taxes, 2018 City Life Survey.
Yangon

853

165

All cities except Yangon

327

1789

19

1683

Mandalay

29

1714

Mawlamyine
1441

Monywa

18
1840

Taunggyi
0

200

400

600

261

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

Avg. amount paind as fee for garbage collection(Kyat)

MSW management in Myanmar is also characterized by extremely low wages, in spite of the
hazardous nature of the work. In general, ‘followers’ (trash collectors, usually two per truck)
and some truck drivers are considered day laborers who receive the national minimum wage
– MMK 4,800 per day – while many experienced
drivers are on salaried contracts. In practice,
however, some DAOs pay below the national
minimum wage, such as Taunggyi which pays
followers as little as MMK 80,000 a month. Even
at the national minimum wage, which was increased from the previous level of MMK 3,600
per day in May 2018, laborers struggle to make
ends meet. In many cases workers therefore
supplement their income through the sale of
recyclables, while in some towns there are stories of workers siphoning off gasoline to sell. In
some places the community informally provide
workers extra compensation in cash or in kind.
In Pyin-Oo-Lwin, all DAO workers receive annual
bonuses. One clear exception to the norm is in
wards 7 and 8 of Hpa-An, where the two followers are each paid MMK 180,000 a month while
the driver – who owns the htaw-lar-gyi truck –
is paid a total package of MMK 700,000 for labor, maintenance and fuel costs.

This research documented that nine municipalities in Myanmar have to date used outsourcing
or are considering it. As far as this report could
establish, none of the contracts were awarded
through competitive tendering.28 Private contractors typically take over management of
municipal equipment and trucks, and purchase
several additional new or used vehicles in an
attempt to expand service coverage. However,
contractors typically have low levels of financial capital which leads to underinvestment in
equipment, including spare parts. They also
tend to suffer from human resource gaps and
face difficulty in collecting user fees. As demonstrated in the following case studies
outsourcing ‘solutions’ have in many cases introduced little or no benefit to the respective
towns. Pyin-Oo-Lwin and Monywa are thus returning to providing waste collection services
publicly. In contrast, the Taunggyi DAO felt that
although service levels initially fell short of expectations, they have since experienced a general improvement after working closely with the
private contractor and The Asia Foundation, and
the arrangement will continue.
As mentioned earlier, many DAOs are beginning
to charge a separate waste collection fee. Several DAOs that have used outsourcing, such as
15
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Taunggyi and Pyin-Oo-Lwin, have tried handing
over fee collection to the contractor. This creates two challenges: one, it is likely to increase
the number of users who shirk on payments;
and two, it can further undermine transparency
by creating information asymmetries (see Textbox 11 and Textbox 13).

Box 5: Government Control of Garbage Fees
Agency theory shows that having governments
collect waste management fees on behalf of
contractors serves four key functions: controlling user costs, internalizing private information, lowering contractor risk, and increasing
compliance. In other words, the municipal government can guarantee that garbage collection
will remain affordable for its residents – whether
through subsidies or gradual price increments –
and have full information about how much revenue is raised. In turn, that knowledge can be
used to offer a guaranteed income for the MSW
contractor. Compliance is also likely to be higher. Anecdotal evidence from Taunggyi suggests
that users are more willing to pay fee collectors
that work for the government – perhaps out of
a sense of civic duty or fear of the law – than
to pay a private operator. These factors all help
governments retain financial control, remain involved in the service’s production process, and
enjoy lowered outsourcing costs.

also implicitly relies on the rather improbable
assumption that current waste management
models can be made profitable without municipal subsidies, which ends up – in effect – passing the high cost of waste collection on to users:
contractors need to either lower the quality of
services or raise user fees. In terms of contract
theory, this is because contractors take on too
high of a risk without a commensurate sharing
of rewards.

ii. Myanmar Case Studies
Case study: Taunggyi
Taunggyi – the capital of lower Shan State –
was one of the first municipalities in Myanmar to
formally outsource waste collection. Taunggyi’s
DAO signed a contract with a private company,
Mhwe Taunggyi Group of Companies (Mhwe), in
April 2015, handing over responsibility for solid waste and sewage collection in the city’s 22
urban wards (with an option of expanding service provision to Taunggyi’s two nearby subtowns, Aye Tharyar and Shwe Nyaung) as well
as cleaning and bin emptying alongside a threemile stretch of the central road, Bogyoke Aung
San street. In return for being allowed to collect
garbage fees, the company pays MMK 3 million
(a little under US$ 2,000 at the time of writing)
to the DAO each month. Although the contracting experiment has run into several problems,
it has enabled the city to expand coverage in
terms of both geographic reach and volume of
trash collection. It is noteworthy that according
to The Asia Foundation’s 2017 City Life Survey,
56 percent of residents in Taunggyi felt that municipal solid waste collection was satisfactory
(either agreed or strongly agreed) while roughly
30 percent were dissatisfied (either disagreed or
strongly disagreed).

Another unusual phenomenon in the MSW outsourcing landscape is that towns that have
outsourced garbage and garbage fee collection – the chief example being Taunggyi – have
also set a fixed monthly fee that the contractor
pays out of the fee revenues. In effect, the contractor is paying for the privilege of collecting
user fees. This is the inverse of normal practice
where contractors are paid a fixed or variable
price for executing a given service, and appears
to arise from a general under-estimation of the
cost of service provision. This ‘inverse’ practice

One clear advantage is the improved garbage
collection service, both in terms of breadth
16
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(coverage) and depth (frequency/quality). Before outsourcing, Taunggyi’s municipal government was able to collect solid waste from
roughly 50 percent of the city.29 This system
relied primarily on waste collected from 12-feet
long open rectangular waste collection boxes
and a dozen large containers spread throughout
the city. The private company continued using
these collection points but expanded service
collection across more wards, increasing coverage to about 70-75 percent of the city, 30 with no
increase in user fees. The company also began
doing door-to-door collection – stopping at every fifth household – in some wards. At the beginning of the contract, the company purchased
large flatbed trucks to easily transport trash
containers for emptying at the landfill. Together
with a reduction in the use of small three-wheelers (thone-bane) in narrow lanes to rely more on
small trucks (pa-zin-khaung), the contractor’s
evolving use of equipment demonstrated a capacity for innovation. Another positive aspect of
the Taunggyi outsourcing contract was that it
stipulated appropriate risk sharing between the
DAO and the contractor in case of unavoidable
delays by, for example, natural disasters, and
included detailed provisions for breach of contract and dispute resolution.
The contract’s garbage fee mechanism (together with language used by DAO officials in personal conversations) indicates that the Taunggyi DAO initially viewed garbage collection as a
potential source of revenue. This may over-estimate the benefits of outsourcing and hide the
true social cost of providing adequate garbage
collection. Furthermore, having the contractor
collect fees skews the contractor’s incentive
structure towards profit maximization, at the
possible expense of lowered quality of service
or raised fees. It also opened the door to community perceptions of the contractor earning
unfair profits or not providing a sufficient stan17

dard of service. According to DAO officials, this
made it difficult for the company to collect fees
and contributed to the company experiencing a
consistent operational loss, which it only intermittently recouped from income from sewage
collection. Interviews with members of the municipal authority and the company suggest that
low profits meant the company has been unable
to invest in more equipment to cover the entire
city or cover vehicles taken in for maintenance,
and that the DAO therefore had to step in to
cover cleaning and trash collection along Bogyoke Aung San street, the city’s main road. The
company also decided to relinquish the optional
clause to extend to two sub-wards.31
Other weaknesses in the contract include its
long duration at 30 years (with options for 15year extensions in perpetuity). The contract
specified a large upfront capital investment by
the private contractor of MMK 734 million which
could potentially justify its long contract duration for recuperating those costs, but the actual amount invested is not known. The contract
also lacked a clearly defined monitoring and
evaluation mechanism, with a relatively vague
specification that DAO “staffs or its representative delegated persons must manage and supervise” investments and service provision.32 In
addition, the lack of control over user fee collection means that the DAO lacks data needed for
negotiating a better contract in future.
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are planning to promote a “reduce, re-use, recycle” model for long-term waste management.

Box 6: Lack of Sanitary Landfills in
Myanmar
As far as this research project could establish,
there is currently only one managed or sanitary
landfill in Myanmar. Sanitary landfills are sites
where waste is isolated from the environment
until it is safe. They include four basic elements:
formal engineering preparations taking into account local geological and hydrogeological features (and plans for final restoration after end of
lifespan); trained staff to supervise site preparation, operations and maintenance; disposal of
waste in layers that are covered with soil each
day; and hydrogeological isolation – using either natural land features or lining material – to
isolate toxic leachate. Further to the last part, it
is vital that leachate is collected and properly
treated to avoid contamination of surrounding
soil and/or groundwater.33 In the long term, all of
Myanmar’s dump sites will need to be converted
to sanitary landfills. However, in the short term,
simply switching landfill management from uncontrolled dumping to some form of controlled
(semi-managed) use will increase the lifespan
of dump sites and reduce leachate flow,34 and
“remediation, upgrading and expansion of current dumpsites is way cheaper than developing
new ones.” 35

Pyin-Oo-Lwin’s previous administration set up
the outsourcing contract, ostensibly because
the municipality was unable to cover the entire
city. In addition to taking over operation of the
DAO’s six trucks, the contractor purchased ten
additional trucks and was also given three new
ones (including two water waste tanks) by the
DAO. The current DAO estimates that their previous coverage for waste collection was about
65-70 percent and that the private contractor’s
effective coverage was more or less the same.36
The administration furthermore felt that the
contractor was acting in bad faith by for example cherry-picking which households to cover,
ignoring peri-urban and hilly areas which were
harder to reach, and by not helping the municipality with emergency clean-ups in a timely
manner. Public complaints from people who
were not covered or received insufficient service
– in spite of an increase in garbage collection
fees – eventually led to the regional government
directing the DAO to cancel the contract in early
2017.

The Pyin-Oo-Lwin outsourcing experiment saw
marginal success in that the contractor was able
Pyin-Oo-Lwin is a hill town of about 91,000 into expand frequency of coverage after purchashabitants (14,573 households) in Mandalay
ing ten new vehicles. Pyin-Oo-Lwin also became
region and a popular tourist destination, wellthe only DAO in the seven districts of Mandalay
known for its botanical garden. The town exRegion whose cleansing department was earnperimented with outsourcing waste collection
ing a small net surplus because of the fees the
from February 2016 to March 2017, although
contractor paid. This was enabled in large part
the DAO took over responsibility for waste coldue to increased waste collection fees (the prelection again on April 1, 2017. The DAO claims
viously fixed fee of MMK 1,000 per month for
that it has since achieved virtually full coverhouseholds was replaced with a range of MMK
age amongst its 10 urban wards and sporadic
1,000-3,000 per month while businesses paid
coverage in four of eleven outlying peri-urban
between MMK 6,000 and 40,000). In this case,
wards (‘villages’). It is interesting to note that
outsourcing became an incomplete solution
Pyin-Oo-Lwin has the only managed, semi-aerwhich primarily shifted the cost burden from the
obic landfill site in the country, and its officials
DAO to residents without creating a proportion-

Case study: Pyin-Oo-Lwin
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al increase in service quality. In light of this, the
municipal authority felt that the DAO itself was
better suited to carrying out waste collection,
though with support from the state/regional government to invest in equipment (trucks)
and manpower.

Box 7: Policy Lessons from
International Case Studie Pyin-OoLwin’s Managed Landfill

CROSS SECTION

As far as the authors are aware, Pyin-Oo-Lwin
has the only example of a managed landfill site
in Myanmar. Based on designs by U Soe Aung,
the Executive Engineer of Mandalay Regional Development Committee who was trained in
landfill management in Japan, Pyin-Oo-Lwin
DAO constructed a low-cost system that takes
advantage of the landscape’s natural slope (the
landfill is located in a narrow gorge between
two small hills) together with an in-house constructed concrete tube to collect leachate from
the waste. It also has half a dozen vertical PVC
tubes to collect methane gas to avoid dumpsite
fires and potentially monetize the waste at a later
date. Next to the landfill is a simple shed which
functions as a sorting station for recyclables.
The DAO earns about MMK 2 million a month
from a local contractor who sorts the waste, and
this money is used to cover monthly bonuses to
cleansing department staff (numbering 80 in total, out of which 60 were said to be day laborers
who earn the minimum MMK 4,800 daily wage).
This is in addition to the annual bonuses which
are awarded to all DAO staff members, which
appear to have greatly improved staff morale:
Administrators interviewed reported high staff
diligence and that they gladly worked extra
hours in cases of emergency clean-ups.

LAYOUT PLAN

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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the same as the fee charged by the DAO, while
the Ward 7 administrator spends about a day per
month managing the finances of the scheme.
The local community are not directly involved
in the process. The driver’s compensation, fuel
and maintenance cost an average MMK 700,000
(roughly US$500) per month while the two followers are paid MMK 180,000 each. The truck’s
schedule is consistent enough that residents
are accustomed to placing their garbage in
closed bags outside their houses in advance of
its arrival, and each household is – on average
– canvassed every second day.

Case Study: Hpa-An
Hpa-An is a medium- to-small-size city with a
population of a little under 100,000 and is the
capital of Kayin State in south-eastern Myanmar. The city has experimented with outsourcing at the local level, namely in wards 7 and 8 in
the south-western part of the town. In July 2018,
the municipal authority employed just six small
garbage trucks (four pa-zin-khaungs and two
compactors) but stretched them to provide service coverage to roughly 75 percent of the city.
The DAO was also expecting to receive several
new trucks through a state-wide procurement
process. According to the 2017 CLS pilot survey,
17 percent of respondents in Hpa-An strongly
agreed that they received satisfactory waste
collection by the municipality, while about 20
percent strongly disagreed, which could suggest
that a part of the DAO strategy has been to use
its trucks for frequent coverage of some wards
while leaving other areas largely or completely
uncovered.37 In addition to potentially moving

A striking feature of the system is that the fee
structure and service level are very similar to
that of the DAO, but the wards are able to collect
enough fees to break even. By contrast, HpaAn’s DAO heavily subsidizes waste collection.
The wards’ performance was made possible by
having better fee collection; ward 7, for example,
has around 600 registered households which all
pay the full amount, while most unregistered
households pay smaller contributions. The system has, in effect, leveraged local knowledge
and social capital of community leaders (i.e.
100-household leaders) to overcome the collective action problem of fee collection. This has
enabled the wards to receive equal or improved
service to that in the rest of the city, and without a public subsidy. The truck driver is an individual contractor who has not signed a formal
agreement with the ward administration and the
relationship is built on personal trust. His compensation is high enough so that the service
level is kept high. The followers also receive a
much higher monthly wage than is typical for
those working for daily wages – their salary is
roughly twice the amount followers are paid in
Taunggyi, for example.

towards a single-line property tax bill, which it
hopes will make residents more willing to pay
garbage collection fees, the DAO hopes to raise
further revenue with the expected new trucks
through so-called special collections (from e.g.
businesses and construction sites).

The outsourcing experiment in Wards 7 and 8 is
illuminating. The system is currently managed
by the Ward Administrator38 of Ward 7, who was
elected in 2016; it is not known when exactly it
was first introduced, but the Ward Administrator claims that it was implemented by his predecessor. Localized outsourcing is both surprisingly simple and effective: one truck driver
is employed who drives his own medium-sized
truck (htaw lar gi) to collect garbage in both
Wards. Two “followers” are hired to pick up the
waste. The 100-household leaders of the wards
collect the garbage collection fees (MMK 1,000, The single biggest challenge to this approach
is capacity at the ward level. The ward admin20
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Monywa attempted outsourcing in 2013 but
cancelled the contract after just two months.
The DAO initially signed a one-year contract
with a small local company which took over operation of the DAO’s trucks. However, the fees
paid by the DAO were allegedly insufficient to
cover operational costs such as labor and fuel,
so the company quickly folded and the city experienced mounting illegal dumping.40 After

istrator role is a semi-voluntary position with
no formal training required and only a nominal
compensation. Many administrators may not be
able or willing to take on the level of additional work undertaken in wards 7 and 8. The system also raises the workload of 100-household
leaders, whose position is unpaid. In addition,
there is no independent oversight – by either the
community or DAO – of the system or its finances. Lastly, residents in wards 7 and 8 effectively
pay a slightly higher fee than other residents in
Hpa-An because the garbage collection fee is in
addition to the cleansing department component of their property tax (which is collected by
the ward administration and handed over to the
DAO every six months). In the rest of the city,
the garbage collection fee replaced the cleansing line entry on tax bills.

resuming MSW responsibility, the DAO sought
to increase its capacity with support from the
regional government as it only had thirteen vehicles, several of which were damaged. It then
began receiving up to two new vehicles each
fiscal year. Collaboration with a local MP resulted in an increase in assistance from the regional
government, and by 2018 the DAO had 42 vehicles (including thone-banes, hook trucks and
flatbed trucks for collecting waste containers,
and miscellaneous vehicles such as a bulldozer
v. Case Study: Monywa
and a digger). The vehicles are separated into
Monywa is a medium-sized town in Sagaing
three streams which – respectively – collect
Region. The city has 38,488 registered housewaste from households, markets and commerholds in 31 wards with a toal of at least 190,000
cial properties, and disposal from sixty garbage
residents.39 The DAO employs a total of 102
containers in downtown areas.
full-time staff. Out of these, the cleansing department has three administrators and a waste
Four wards in the city have implemented their
collection team consisting of eight drivers and
own waste management system since 2013,
145 day laborers. Uniquely, Monywa’s MSW
characterized by a high level of stakeholder insystem has moved from full DAO management
volvement from community members and colto full outsourcing, and then back to partial mulaboration with the DAO. This model is therefore
nicipal management with four wards switching
an example of collective management by the
to a community-managed model. Monywa has
local community where ward administrators
a relatively complex MSW management system
played more of a facilitating role. Three of the
which covers six administrative zones and operwards41 collected money to purchase their own
ates in three shifts daily (day, evening and night).
three-wheeled tractor-trucks (htaw-lar-gyi),
The DAO currently covers 30 wards, or approxwhile the fourth ward (Aung Mingalar) rented
imately 290 to 300 of the city’s 600 streets. It
one. In 2018, the three wards that bought the
collects about 130 tons of solid waste each day,
trucks were still running their own schemes,
of which 30 tons come from businesses, one
with subsidies from the DAO, while the waste
ton from hazardous sources such as hospitals,
collection in Aung Mingalar42 is now covered by
and the rest from household waste.
the DAO.
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DAO Executive Officer, U Tun Tun, told researchers that participation and assistance by the local community has been key to the city’s success in waste management and other municipal
reforms. Residents, for example, frequently volunteer their labor for local infrastructure development such as building new roads and drains.
In the previous fiscal year, this enabled the DAO
to pave over twenty miles of road instead of the
seven miles for which they had been allocated
funding. At the ward level, residents are further
involved through town hall meetings for outreach campaigns and/or discussing municipal
reform projects, while various local ward-level
officials are directly involved with supervising
waste collection and identifying development
priorities at the planning stage. This has helped
build trust with the local community, enabling
more goodwill and both cash- and in-kind contributions to DAO development projects.

administrators, local leaders and local communities. Some cities may not have sufficient resources or trust (social capital) among the local population to pursue a similar approach.44
Moreover, Monywa’s cleansing department is
able to earn less than 20 percent of its monthly
cleansing expenses because it does not have a
garbage collection fee for households. This is
fiscally unsustainable.

iii. International Case Studies

This section contains two brief international
case studies related to municipal waste collection and outsourcing. The two case studies have
been selected in part because they demonstrate
strong contrasts about how bad outsourcing
waste collection can go wrong (India) and –
conversely – how successful a city can be if
it involves the local community together with
other stakeholders (Indonesia). They were also
chosen because they are from the nearby region
Monywa’s reform approach has enabled the city
with more comparable levels of public and prito implement numerous projects on very tight
vate-sector capacity to Myanmar than more debudgets. This is vital since key services such as
veloped economies, albeit they have been workgarbage collection have no separate fee coming on reforming waste management for longer.
ponent for private households. Garbage collection is running at a consistent loss: in the 2017 Case Study : Pondicherry and Bangalore,
– 2018 fiscal year, the cleansing department India
had MMK 426.44 million in expenditure and only Pondicherry is a city with a population of about
MMK 72.92 million in revenues, out of which 1.4 million on the south-east coast of India
55.90 million came from property taxes and the which in 2010 produced over 400 tons of solid
rest from business collection fees.43 The DAO waste per day. That year, the municipal governfrequently experiments with new approaches, ment awarded an ambitious 19-year solid waste
such as the installation of 60 trash containers management contract on a ‘build, own, operate,
in locations with frequent dumping (which may transfer’ (BOOT) basis to Kivar Environ Private
in future form the backbone of a primary and Limited, which formed a public-private joint vensecondary collection system), training staff in ture named Puducherry Municipal Services PriGIS mapping techniques, and creating plans to vate Limited (PMSPL). In addition to street and
install CCTV cameras with a view towards curb- gutter cleaning and door-to-door collection of
ing dumping.
household waste, the contract included promThis approach, however, requires a lot of outreach and time and effort to build trust between

ises for the design, construction and operation
of a modern sanitary landfill; development of a
state-of-the-art laboratory for chemical testing,
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and environmental impact monitoring pre- and
post- landfill closure.45
However, the PMSPL – whose private contractor had no previous experience in solid waste
management – was widely reported as having
drastically lowered the quality of service provision by engaging in uncontrolled dumping of
unsegregated waste at the new landfill site. This
was in part due to the way the contract was designed, which compensated the contractor per
ton of waste collected and disposed of. This incentivized the company to reverse existing gains
in waste segregation at the household level in
some wards (initiated by civil society organizations). Moreover, PMSPL was widely accused
of illegally dumping hazardous waste instead
of safely disposing of it, in contravention of its
contract as well as national environmental laws,
which resulted in widespread protests. The contract was moreover awarded at nearly 80 percent above the US$ 7.2 million budget that the
regional government had originally sanctioned.
46,47

This echoes lessons from Bangalore city in
nearby Karnataka State, which selected a private contractor to professionally manage a new
100-acre landfill in Mavallipura in 2004. The
company (Ramky Infrastructure Ltd), however,
was accused of engaging in open dumping of
unsegregated waste which resulted in widespread poisoning of local water sources from
untreated leachate, and eventually led to the
temporary closure of the landfill from 2012 to
2015 amid public protest and legal action.48,49

Case Study : Surabaya, Indonesia
Surabaya is a city with a population of 2.85 million on the eastern end of the island of Java in
Indonesia. At its peak in 2001, Surabaya generated 2,000 tons of waste per day. By 2016 it had
cut that figure by 25 percent due to the success-

ful adoption of a community-based waste management model that focused on recycling and
composting.50
Surabaya municipality, in collaboration with local non-government organizations (NGOs) and
the City of Kitakyushu (Japan), began a household-level waste segregation program in 2004
and an annual “Clean and Green” neighborhood
competition in 2005. Hundreds of neighborhoods began independent waste management
schemes, taking care of primary collection in
their areas. The model was first initiated in one
community, but with strong support from multiple stakeholders it was successfully scaled up
to encompass 30 percent of Surabaya’s roughly
9,000 neighborhood associations. Knowledge,
tools, and technical assistance was provided by
the City of Kitakyushu,, while NGOs spearheaded community awareness and the distribution
of compost collection baskets. This allowed the
municipal government to focus more on secondary collection infrastructure, particularly the
construction and management of 12 composting centers. The private sector, including Unilever and various local media outlets, also assisted by sponsoring and promoting the “Green and
Clean” competition.51,52
Between 2008 and 2010, of the municipal government’s annual US$ 10 million waste management expenditure, only 2 percent was allocated to promoting waste segregation and
composting53 yet the pay-offs have been significant. In addition to the 25 percent waste
reduction, which also saves costs on waste
transportation and processing, the city has increased its amount of green space (by five acres
between 2006 and 2007 alone) and sparked the
creation of 15 recycling start-ups.54 Surabaya
has received multiple international awards for
its efforts from the UN and environmental organizations in the United Kingdom and Austria,
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and has inspired similar initiatives in other cities
across Indonesia and neighboring countries in
Southeast Asia.

Box 8: Policy Lessons from
International Case Studies

1.Outsourcing

should include strict quality
conditions that a contractor must meet. These
should not be based on weight since this encourages bad behavior (the contractor might
over-report the waste collected, or stop segregating waste, or weigh down garbage with other
items like rocks). Quality controls can instead be
based on, for example, collection frequency and
area of coverage, or on the reduction of open
dumping. In turn, these quality conditions must
be enforced through continuous monitoring and
evaluation.

2.It is important to work with other stakehold-

ers such as local communities, civil society, and
the private sector to improve waste management practices. Moreover, decentralizing the
waste management process to the community
level has the potential to significantly improve
garbage collection and segregation. This may
be because it is easier to implement reforms at
small scale and/or because it gives local community members a sense of ownership over the
process.

3.Waste

segregation and composting of organic kitchen waste can significantly reduce the
amount of waste going to landfills. Although this
requires significant community mobilization, it is
a relatively cheap reform with high potential for
reducing the cost of municipal waste collection.

3. Waste Collection Outsourcing Options Available
to DAOs
Solid waste management involves many stakeholders pursuing their own interests and so has
the properties of a ‘complex system’. MSW management in Myanmar demonstrates a high level
of heterogeneity. Both factors make it difficult
to provide a clear recommendation of the best
approach for each municipality. In response to
this, we first offer a classification system that
categorizes the different MSW management
approaches adopted in Myanmar, summarized
in Figure 5. Although it is a simplification, the
classification is reflective of the information and
case studies already discussed. Different policy
options (A, B, C, D, and E) are elaborated, together with their advantages and disadvantages.
We use this classification as a basis for developing a decision-making tree, as shown in Figure 6. The decision-making tree provides local
policymakers with a tool to help decide the most
appropriate model for waste management reform in their municipality. Similar to the MSW
management classification diagram, this is not
meant to be exhaustive but to provide some
guidance and to enable more informed discussions. The main consideration in the decision-making tree is the organizational capacity
of each respective stakeholder, i.e. DAOs, private contractors, ward administrators, and the
local community. For example, does the municipality have the administrative capacity to properly design, tender and manage an outsourcing
contract? Are there private sector firms with experience and sufficient financial and human resources? Or are the local communities capable
of purchasing their own equipment and managing waste collection themselves?
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Box 9: Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity refers to differences across units being studied. In economics, individual consumers,
firms, and sometimes even countries are often treated as essentially the same (homogeneous). This
may be statistically and theoretically valid for generalizing across large populations. However, in the
context of institutional economics and economic policy, when policies are emulated or adapted across
different national and sub-national contexts, their unique (heterogeneous) characteristics are important as they can lead – in turn – to highly heterogeneous outcomes.
As highlighted in Figure 5, understanding MSW management begins with two key strategic questions
that each DAO may ask and answer for itself. First, at what administrative level should the responsibility
for collection fall: the DAO or the individual ward? Second, what involvement should there be from the
private sector involvement, if any? Outsourcing is fully conducted where a contractor takes over complete responsibility of waste collection (B) or partial if either the geographic scope or specific administrative tasks are shared with the municipality (C). Outsourcing can also occur at the local ward level by
contracting individual drivers and laborers (E).

Figure 5 : Categorization of MSW Management Approaches Adopted in Myanmar.
Solid Waste Collection

DAO

Ward

Administrative Level
Private sector involvement

A

D
Self-managed

Outsource

B

E
Communitymanaged

Outsource

C
Fully

Partially
(Geographically or )

A. DAO -> Self-manage

What: DAO takes direct responsibility for waste collection. Will likely require more invest
ment in physical and human resources by the DAO – which will need to be raised internally
or externally – to fully cover the municipality.
Example: Mawlamyine
Advantages:
o
Makes use of existing institutional infrastructure.
o
Government employees may work hard even at low pay due to a sense of civic duty.
Disadvantages:
o
Most DAOs lack the financial and human resources to provide full coverage.
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o
		
o

Requires raising significantly more capital from, for example, taxation or transfers
from the state/region government.
Innovation is likely to be slower.

B. DAO -> Outsourced -> Fully

What: DAO hands over full responsibility for all solid waste collection to a private
contractor or contractors, while monitoring contract implementation.
Examples: Taunggyi; Pwin-Oo-Lwin (was fully outsourced and then returned to the DAO)
Advantages:
o
Private sector actors may increase service quality/coverage if they can leverage suf
		
ficient investment.
o
May lead to quicker innovation, assuming the bidding process is competitive and the
		
incentives are properly aligned.
o
Allows the DAO to circumvent local government hiring norms which hinder service
		
expansion by limiting recurrent budget (which includes staff costs).
Disadvantages:
o
User costs are equal to, or maybe even higher than, government service provision.
o
Requires significant administrative resources for DAOs to manage properly, as out
		
sourcing requires thorough tendering and contract design, and continuous monitor
		
ing and evaluation.
o
Contractor has an incentive to cut costs by, for example, ignoring harder to reach
		
places, decreasing pick-up frequency, lowering worker conditions, or reneging on
		
replacing damaged equipment.
o
Myanmar’s private sector is still nascent and capital constrained. This means that
		
the private sector may lack the financial resources or human resource capacity to
		
handle a contract, especially in smaller towns. Moreover, if only a single firm is able
		
to bid on the contract, then outsourcing does not create competition.
C. DAO -> Outsourced -> Partially

What: DAO shares responsibility with a contractor, splitting the workload based on either
tasks (e.g. one party manages the fleet of vehicles while the other one manages hiring of
workers) or geographic area (i.e. the municipality covers some townships and the contractor others).
Example: None
Advantages:
o
Private sector can supplement lack of capacity in DAOs.
o
Takes advantage of existing institutional infrastructure.
o
Allows the DAO to circumvent local government hiring norms which hinder service
		
expansion by limiting recurrent budget (which includes staff costs).
o
May lead to quicker innovation.
Disadvantages:
o
Includes significant administrative costs for DAO to manage.
o
Contractor has an incentive to cut costs.
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D. Ward -> Community-managed

What: The community members of a specific ward manage waste collection on their own,
sharing the costs of buying whatever equipment is suitable to their neighborhood layout
and budget, and hire (and supervise) workers. Can be overseen by ward officials and/or a
neighborhood committee; the key distinguisher is that it is a bottom-up approach, with
funding and administrative involvement by the community.
Example: Monywa (in four wards)
Advantages:
o
Reduces the administrative burden for DAOs.
o
More responsive to local context, which can potentially lower user fees (i.e. by buying
		
cheaper or more efficient waste collection equipment).
o
Allows the DAO to focus on secondary collection, which can create more systemic
		
efficiencies.
o
May improve fee collection.
o
Improves accountability, which may improve service provision.
Disadvantages:
o
Requires significant mobilization effort and a sense of civic responsibility in the com
		munity.
o
Requires a willing ward administrator and/or 100-household leaders who will likely
		
have extra work.
E. Ward -> Localized Outsourcing

What: Ward administration directly implements some form of local outsourcing, by for ex
ample contracting a single truck driver and/or a group of laborers. Ward manager also su
pervises fee collection and expenditures, as well as performance monitoring. Although it
is a localized solution, this approach is less grass-roots oriented than option D because the
local community is not directly engaged in waste collection management.
Example: Hpa-An (wards 7 and 8)
Advantages:
o
Reduces the administrative burden for the DAOs.
o
More responsive to local context.
o
Allows the DAO to focus on secondary collection.
o
May improve fee collection, especially if undertaken by 100-household leaders. In
		
turn, this may lower user fees from reduced free-riding (see Textbox 11).
Disadvantages:
o
Requires a willing ward administrator and 100-household leaders who will have extra
		work.
o
May result in higher user fees because wards effectively lose DAO subsidies.
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Several policy lessons emerged from the classification system which was used to develop the decision-making tree shown in Figure 6. Although tools like this should not be taken as an absolute
guide, if carefully considered in light of local conditions, these lessons can help local policymakers
decide how to improve waste collection in their municipality. As already indicated, outsourcing to a
private contractor is only one of several possible reforms; if the existing system is capable of covering most households on a regular basis, then it is likely that the DAO does not need to undertake
significant reform but instead can focus on improving the efficiency of the current system, but, for
example, mapping out better garbage collection routes or inspiring workers to work more. However, if the DAO is struggling to cover all parts of the city with basic collection services and needs to
undertake significant changes, there are three general approaches to reform (as seen in the main
decision outcomes in the figure. First, the DAO can apply a community-grass-roots approach by
outsourcing to the local community or have the local community conduct primary collection while
the municipal authority takes care of secondary collection (options D and E). The DAO can also
outsource to a capable private sector firm by designing a balanced, performance-based contract
that is tendered in a competitive and transparent manner (options B and C). Lastly, even if the DAO
does not currently have the capital budget to buy more trucks, it can keep waste collection public
and search for additional funding through tax reform, p rivate-sector donations, or direct budget
support from the state/regional government (option A).
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Figure 6: Municiple Outsourcing Reform Decision Tree
Municiple Outsourcing Reform Decision Tree

START
Keep working to improve
the efﬁciency of the current
system with the DAOs
garbage trucks

YES

Are most households
and businesses receiving
collections regularly?1

DO NOT
KNOW

Identity where current
collections are taking place
and over what frequency.
Identity who gets missed

DO NOT
KNOW

Reach out to potential
contractors who are willing
and capable of managing
MSW collection

NO
Does the DAO have
enough capital spending
available to buy more
garbage
trucks now?

YES
Don’t outsource, purchase
more garbage trucks

NO
YES

Can the DAO
reduce other capital spending
and prioritize buying
grabage trucks for a year
or two?

NO

YES

Does the town have grabage
transfer stations to save
every truck from travelling to
the grabage dump?

YES

Are WA2or community
groups capable and willing to
manage local collection?

NO

NO
Outsource local Primary
collection at the ward level
while DAO focuses on
Secondary collection

Outsource full collection to
the local community.
DAO focus on monitoring

Option D&C

YES

Does the DAO have
experience in developing
MSW contracts, monitoring
MSW contractiors?

Are there several private ﬁrms
interested in contract to
collect the town’s waste?

NO

NO

Conduct a competitive
transparent tendering
process. Design contract so
that it aligns incentives and
fairly balances risk.
Establish a performance
monitoring system and a
credible approach to punish
poor contractor
performance

Improve efﬁciency of current
collection system(helping trucks
reach more households)
and look to increase budget
for new trucks by e.g. reforming
tax collections, requesting a
one-off grant from
Stage/Region government,
or seeking private-sector
donations (CSR)

Learn from the experiences
of other DAOs who are
outsourced collections

Option B&C

Option A

Note
1 - e.g > 90% have their waste collected from near their property once per week
2 - Ward Adminstrators
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solid waste management across Myanmar’s
cities if the lessons from these experiences are
captured, shared and learned from. The second
section therefore lists policy lessons from these
experiments and summarizes how municipal
authorities in Myanmar have approached outsourcing contracts. The third section provides
broader lessons on how to improve municipal
waste collection and management in Myanmar
drawn from the research conducted for this report.

4. Conclusion and Policy
Lessons
Under certain conditions outsourcing can be effective, but if these conditions are not met, outsourcing can be counter-productive. Municipalities considering outsourcing or other reforms
should begin by asking themselves broad questions about local constraints, what they hope to
achieve from outsourcing, and what their longterm strategic goals are. For example, if a given
DAO wants to develop stronger
community relations while reducing its own administrative burden, it may consider the role and
relative capacity of warden administration offices and how they can help improve waste collection. Together with the analytical tools provided
above, the policy lessons in this chapter provide
a starting point for discussing outsourcing and
effective MSW management reform.

i. The Economics of Outsourcing

1. View outsourcing as a solution to weak public sector capacity, not as a cost-saving mechanism. When properly conducted with thorough
tendering, contract design and continuous monitoring and evaluation, outsourcing MSW collection is unlikely to lower the administrative burden or cost for the municipal authority. Similarly,
proper waste collection coverage is expensive
and private contractors are usually unable to
undertake it at a lower cost than the municipal
The first section provides a summary of practi- government. Outsourcing may nevertheless still
cal lessons from economic theory and empirical be effective if it improves the quality or scope
analysis. These findings are based on a thorough of service delivery. It should therefore primarily
review of relevant literature, which has been in- be viewed as a stop-gap solution to weak pubcluded as a full chapter in Annex 1. Although lic sector capacity (i.e. small budgets and small
this is based on economic research abroad, care garbage truck fleets) when municipalities do not
has been taken to structure the findings in the have the means to improve service provision.
political economic context of Myanmar. Context
is critical and there are no hard and fast rules 2. Yet firms in Myanmar are also likely to face
for when municipalities should outsource; nev- considerable challenges in operating largeertheless, the literature provides important les- scale collections. Setting up city-wide waste
sons for how municipalities can best approach, collection infrastructure requires the ability to
design, implement and monitor outsourcing leverage sufficient capital investment to purcontracts.
chase necessary equipment and hire capable
human resources. This is unlikely to be the case
amongst small- to medium-sized firms, as are
present in smaller towns in Myanmar, due to difficulties in accessing credit. However, unlike advanced economies where waste collection forms
a natural monopoly,55 Myanmar has cheap labor

Decentralization has enabled experimentation
with outsourcing and other waste management
techniques. This has resulted in a growing diversity of practice that offers valuable lessons.
These innovations in practice could help improve
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and experience using small collection vehicles,
which means that municipalities may achieve
efficiency by contracting waste collection at a
smaller scale, such as the ward level.

makes it easier to negotiate, monitor, and evaluate contracts.

5. Make the tendering processes public, competitive and transparent. Competitive tendering
3. Carefully design contracts to align the increates competition between potential concentives of the contractor and the municipalitractors, thus lowering costs and/or improving
ty. This is done by sharing risks and rewards in
the quality of bids. Transparency creates better
such a way that both groups find the arrangecontract scrutiny, which may improve contract
ment works for them. For risks, for example,
design.
this means taking into account how to deal with
unforeseen circumstances and the likely future
6. Limit contract duration to the time required
changes in the size and complexity of cities. For
to recoup the contractor’s capital investment
rewards, it means that both parties benefit from
costs. It is in the interest of the municipal govimproved service provision by making sure the
ernment to keep contracts short so that the
contractor is rewarded fairly. A common way of
market remains competitive and allow new conachieving this is to build performance-based
tractors – which may be able to operate more
contracts combined with a continuous moniefficiently – to make bids. Conversely, however,
toring system. When incentives are misaligned,
a contract that is too short – such as a year or
contractors will reduce the reach or frequency of
two – does not offer the contractor an opportheir collections because it is not profitable for
tunity to recuperate capital costs. The municithem. The quality of the monitoring mechanism
pality should therefore limit the contract to the
is often a key determinant of how successfully a
cost recuperation period (based on projected
contract is governed.
earnings) because it is the minimum duration
contractors may be willing to commit to. Anoth4. Municipal authorities should re-evaluate exer alternative is to include a break clause withisting practice of outsourcing the collection of
in contracts so that at a predetermined point
fees to private contractors. DAOs relinquish
in time both parties to the contract can decide
financial control when they do not collect fees
whether or not they want to continue with the
on behalf of private contractors and undermine
contract. This can also provide a point for them
incentives for performance. DAOs give up their
to re-negotiate elements of the contract in light
ability to impose the fines written into their conof the changes that will have occurred since the
tracts for poor performance – and DAOs are
initial contract was signed.
unlikely to take contractors to court due to deficiencies in the legal system. Outsourcing fee
7. Develop strong relations with different stakecollection removes the immediate frustration
holders to create better contract enforcement
faced by DAO staff who often struggle to collect
and improve overall waste management. Buildfees. However, this may result in lower overall
ing a good relationship with the contractor based
collections and so lower coverage. An argument
on mutual trust will encourage the contractor
can also be made that DAO collection of fees
to perform better, while continuous communihelps reinforce the social contract between resty engagement will make people more likely to
idents and the city. It also gives the municipaliengage in good waste management practices.
ty complete information about revenues, which
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Collaboration with local communities can also
improve contract monitoring.

collections. If state and regional governments
are concerned by this then they should consider
other ways to increase the budgets of municipalities. Some have pursued municipal tax reform to raise revenues and others have provided
a one-time transfer to fund the purchase of garbage trucks.

ii. Outsourcing Practice in Myanmar
1. Myanmar’s municipalities have begun outsourcing municipal solid waste management
but not for the usual reasons given in wealthier countries. DAOs rarely cite pure cost cutting,
or a reduction in user fees as the main reason
for outsourcing. This is because their priorities
are to expand collection services to cover more
households and businesses, in terms of both
frequency and reliability, and to reduce their
budget deficit by moving waste collection off
their books.

4. As is the case in many countries, outsourcing
has not lowered user fees, it has shifted the cost
burden around. Experience from many countries
demonstrates that users pay similar or higher
fees when a private contractor is used. This is
because private contractors are trying to maximize their revenues and because in many cases
municipalities had previously been running their

2. The primary rationales given for outsourcing are to overcome weak public sector capacity (particularly equipment and financial constraints) and to reduce financial losses. For
most DAOs the principle constraint is the size of
their garbage truck fleets and the lack of funding to cover maintenance and staff. Many DAOs
operate MSW at a large financial loss because
waste management revenues – whether from
property taxes or waste collection fees – are too
low to cover the cost of collection. Outsourcing
is seen as a way to reduce this and free up resources for other budget priorities. This is in line
with what the economic literature suggests for
developing countries.

MSW services at a financial loss that was only
possible because they could cover these losses
from other revenue sources.
5. Outsourcing carries considerable risks and
it creates a new set of technical demands for
municipal governments which have to design,
tender, and monitor an ongoing service contract. Addressing these demands will require
skilled staff and new processes. If they are not
addressed, then contractors are likely to reduce
the coverage or reliability of collection services
to the detriment of households. Those considering outsourcing should consult with DAOs that
have experiences of these new roles and set in
place a plan to develop these skills.

3. However, several DAOs see outsourcing solid waste management as a way to raise their
revenues. Numerous DAOs require contractors
to pay the DAO a pre-determined amount each
month from the fees that they collect. These
funds boost budgets, but they have unintended
consequences. These charges reduce the profitability of collection. To offset the losses, contractors are likely to charge extra from households and businesses or try to cut their costs
by reducing the coverage and reliability of their

6. Myanmar’s private sector does not necessarily have better implementation capacity than
local government. Myanmar’s economy has
grown rapidly in recent years, but the private
sector may not yet have the necessary skills
or capital to provide better garbage collection
services than the DAOs, particularly in small
cities. Private sector implementation capacity has been a consistent challenge thus far in
municipalities that have experimented with out32
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sourcing. If private sector capacity is too weak
to effectively complement municipal efforts,
DAOs may wish to handle garbage collection
themselves or consider breaking the work into
smaller more manageable pieces.

potentially strengthens the social contract between community members and the municipal
government.

10. Myanmar has seen mixed results from outsourcing waste collection so far, which suggests
7. As far as could be established in the course that the private sector may be better utilized in
of this project, none of the outsourcing of waste other forms of MSW management. Municipalicollection to date has been fully transparent or ties may invite the private sector to provide specompetitive. Transparency encourages public cific services such as waste segregation and the
scrutiny which in turn can improve contracts, introduction of new technologies, or they can
while building more public trust in the outsourc- use a Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) model
ing process. Similarly, a public tender will in- to share the cost of upgrading MSW infrastrucvite more competition into the bidding process, ture.56 To avoid falling into pitfalls associated
which potentially gives the DAO a better set of with weak private-sector capacity, any PPP or
options to choose from.
outsourcing experiments should be gradually
scaled up over time.
8. By paying for the privilege of collecting garbage, private contractors take on all the risk and 11. There are many possible benefits from dereceive little or no reward. DAOs that choose to centralizing aspects of MSW management to
outsource should instead design contracts that the ward level. Because of their closeness to
align the incentives of the public and the private the local community, ward administrators in
sector by equal sharing of risks and rewards, to- collaboration with 100-household-leaders may
gether with effective monitoring mechanisms to be better able to collect fees, monitor garbage
ensure compliance. Without a properly aligned collection, and overall, build better trust beincentive structure, DAOs are more likely to ex- tween the community and local government. At
perience issues with contractors. Governments the ward level they are also better able to impleshould not be surprised when private contrac- ment localized solutions, i.e. buying appropriate
tors take measures to raise their profits, and equipment, and can more readily pursue smallshould instead design their contracts and mon- scale outsourcing. Lastly, in cities where wards
itoring mechanisms on the assumption that this play a bigger role, their waste management efwill happen.
forts can be easily plugged into a well-built secondary collection system managed centrally by
9. If a DAO chooses to outsource, having the the DAO. This would allow for a clearer sepacontractor collect the garbage fees reduces ration of responsibilities and specialization of
the DAOs’ ability to fine the contractor for poor tasks. However, this requires that ward level
performance. Without an ability to deduct pay- groups are willing and able to manage the opments, DAOs would have to rely on the courts eration.
to settle contracting disputes – something that
few are willing to do. This results in limited enforcement of fines in the face of breach of contract. DAOs should continue collecting fees because this internalizes financial information and
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iii. Wider Solid Waste Management

2. Composting of organic waste is a cheap
front-line intervention which can greatly reduce strain on the environment and built infrastructure. In Surabaya, Indonesia, for example,
the city used a community-based approach to
segregate garbage at the primary level, which
resulted in a 25 percent reduction in waste generation over a 15-year period, even as the urban
population grew. That means less money spent
on fuel and labor, less wear and tear of urban
roads, and less solid waste going to landfills. In
turn, less organic waste going to landfills means
less toxic leachate flowing into the groundwater
and longer landfill lifespan.

1. Good development of primary and secondary
collection infrastructure is vital as it provides the
foundation for effective waste management. In
small towns, a network of smaller vehicles such
as thone-bane and push carts can for example
ferry solid waste to larger trucks which then
take it to a landfill. Thorough primary collection infrastructure like this is complementary to
community-based waste management reforms
and can be used to promote waste segregation.
In larger cities, proper secondary collection infrastructure will likely include the construction
of transfer stations and the use of large trucks.
The optimal design is context-specific and will
3. Informal waste pickers are an under-used
depend on the geography of each city, budget
resource. Myanmar has thousands of inforlimitations, and their ability to negotiate with
mal waste collectors and waste sorters who
local residents on the location of transfer stahave valuable experience and are connected
tions.
to the formal and informal scrap (recycling)
Figure 7
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market. They are also willing to do an unpleasant job that most people would not undertake.
This makes waste pickers a valuable labor resource. This is seen also in the city of Pune in
India where the local waste pickers’ association
manages waste collection for 350,000 of the
city’s 900,000 households at a cost of just INR
10 (USD 0.14) per household per month.

6. The Union government can take bolder action on waste management. Experience in India, which introduced stringent municipal solid
waste legislation in 2000, suggests that making
it a legal requirement to collect and safely dispose of waste can galvanize municipal authorities into effective waste management reform.
Although such reforms would inevitably require
4. Increasing local community engagement can more funding from Union and State/Regional
strengthen waste management reforms. Local governments, DAOs are perfectly positioned to
community involvement can improve a wide experiment with new cost-effective solutions
variety of processes ranging from garbage fee that best fit the local context. An example of
collection, monitoring, and waste segregation, this is the semi-sanitary landfill built in Pyinto reducing open dumping. For Myanmar, this Oo-Lwin which used low-cost materials built inwould likely be at the ward or sub-ward level. house by the DAO, based on adapted technology
Ward administrations can even carry out local- from Japan.
ized outsourcing based on the most appropriate
technology and cost-structure. Other communi- 7. Municipal waste management reforms should
ty stakeholders such as local NGOs or sections be based on an evidence-based assessment of
of the private sector can also act as important the relative costs, benefits and risks of different
partners in reform by sharing their financial and policy options. Good practices from Myanmar
human resources to implement new and cre- and abroad can offer valuable lessons, but they
ative approaches. DAOs could therefore seek to are inherently context-specific and so care must
involve local communities and other stakehold- be taken before trying to replicate or scale them
ers in waste management reforms.
to other cities. Appropriate evidence-based assessments of waste management projects can
5. Consider professionalizing the role of ward potentially save scarce public resources from
administrators. Ward administrators are the being used on projects that are unlikely to live
main point of contact with local government up to expectations. The analytical model develfor most residents and help with a wide variety oped in this paper is an example of a tool that
of tasks. Although the position is a formal role, can help municipalities work through the comit does not include a full-time salary or require plexities and assess how to go about reforming
formal training. Still, many ward administrators their waste management system.
dedicate a lot of time to the role. Experiences
in Hpa-An and Monywa indicate that it can be
very valuable for the municipality to further engage with and potentially devolve responsibilities to ward administrators. It is also likely that
professionalizing the role – i.e. providing formal
training and higher pay – could strengthen local
government with respect to MSW management
as well as other tasks.
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ANNEX 1 - The Economics
of Municipal Solid Waste
Outsourcing

Box 10: Markets and Market Mechanisms
Economics is the study of how societies allocate
resources amongst competing needs. In economic literature, markets refers to the means by which
buyers and sellers come together to exchange
goods or services (whether through direct contact or indirectly through an intermediary). In an
ideal market, buyers and sellers exchange goods
and services to maximize the benefit they get
from consuming a good or service, or the profit
acquired from selling them. Market mechanisms
refers to how actors behave to maximize their returns. For firms, this is the competitive drive to
maximize profits by cutting costs or innovating.
In many developed countries the rational for outsourcing or privatization is to introduce market
mechanisms to public service delivery in the hope
of increasing efficiency.

i. Introduction
This section provides a technical overview of
relevant economic theory and research on MSW
management and outsourcing. While governments may bear ultimate responsibility for the
provision of a particular service, the question
remains whether government should directly provide that service. Outsourcing refers to
when a government institution contracts an entity from the private sector to carry out a given
task or service. The original logic of outsourcing
was that by introducing market mechanisms
into the provision of public services, these services can be provided on a more competitive
and therefore cheaper basis. This should result
in reduced public expenditure, giving municipal
governments much-needed financial breathing
space to provide other services. However, many
studies have found that outsourcing does not
result in lower costs for government, or lower fees for consumers.57,58 This section delves
deeper into the underlying problems with the incentive structures that outsourcing may create,
and draws relevant lessons.
There is no general theory of public outsourcing per se, and the relevant literature indicates
that it is impossible to draw generalizable conclusions. Jensen and Stonecash note, “the success of each outsourcing exercise depends on
the specific characteristics of a particular service environment.”59 Any lessons gleaned from

The main difference between privatization and
outsourcing (also known as contracting or
contracting out) is that the former involves a
transfer of assets, and is usually a permanent
arrangement. In contrast, outsourcing does not
involve the sale of public assets and contracts
generally include a specific date at which the
arrangement ceases. It is worth noting that neither outsourcing nor privatization can be considered a public-private partnership (PPP), as
PPP refers to arrangements where governments
and private actors collaborate on funding and
operating capital-intensive infrastructure projects (the asset is typically operated by a private
entity even while ownership remains public).
Given that municipal governments usually do
not transfer, co-own, or rent out assets for MSW
contracting (i.e. collection vehicles), this review

the economic literature will therefore be broad
and will need to be interpreted within the context of Myanmar’s unique economic, political
and institutional landscape.

is primarily concerned with the outsourcing literature.
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number of people. It may be difficult for private
firms to afford such upfront costs. In addition,
it would be inefficient for multiple service providers to compete against one another within
the same geographic area. This is why municipal governments typically (although not always)
arrange for one monopolistic service provider –
whether public or private – to collect household
waste.62,63

Box 11: MSW Management as a Collective Action Problem
Garbage collection may suffer from what is
known as a collective action problem, which refers to when people are better off cooperating –
in this case, by all paying their waste collection
fees and not littering – but fail to do so because
each individual also has an incentive not to. If
everyone disposes of their garbage safely and
pays for it via fees or taxes, the municipality can
provide better service to them. However, any given person can avoid this cost by evading fee collectors or simply dumping their garbage in the
street. This is known as free-riding. The economist who popularized the term ‘collective action
problem,’ Mancur Olson (1971), also pointed out
that as group size increases, the social norms
and informal sanctioning systems that encourage cooperation weaken. In this case, this
means it becomes harder for municipal authorities to enforce compliance. If too many people
free-ride, municipal authorities may be seen as
failing in their duty to keep the city clean, which
encourages even more shirking. This creates a
bad status quo in which municipalities can get
‘stuck’, i.e. whereby they cannot afford full service coverage but also struggle with increasing
fee collection.

In developing countries like Myanmar the local
natural monopoly is in a sense limited by underdeveloped markets, lack of capital, and cheap
labor costs. The private sector – especially in
small towns – often lacks the capital and experience needed to handle large projects such
as managing waste collection. This means that
outsourcing would likely need to start with partial coverage before scaling up. In turn, scaling
up too fast risks outpacing the capacity of the
contractor.64 This limits the number of private
firms, if any, that can bid for a large garbage
collection tender. Given that Myanmar has very
low labor costs – the official minimum wage remains the lowest in the region, even after being revised upwards in 201865 – it is likely to be
more economically efficient to use labor-intensive technologies such as pushcarts or small
three-wheeler trucks in the foreseeable future.
This keeps the barriers of entry lower, as long as
the contract size (i.e. the area that the contractor has to cover) is kept manageably small.

ii. Garbage Collection as a Natural
Monopoly
Broadly speaking, the choice over whether to
outsource a given public service or not revolves
around the question of whether introducing
market mechanisms can provide the service
more effectively or efficiently. In other words,
can a private company do a better job than the
government, or at least as good a job, at lower cost? There are two main reasons why outsourcing may not achieve the required result.
The first arises from the fact that municipal
waste collection is widely considered a local
natural monopoly, which refers to when a market has high upfront costs that are recovered
over long periods of time and by serving a large

In contrast to Western cities where exclusive
rights to an entire city are contracted out to
preserve economies of scale (see Textbox 12),
Myanmar towns may benefit from outsourcing garbage collection in urban sub-divisions.
This would preserve the ‘natural monopoly’ of
waste collection in each urban zone – where a
given contractor would have exclusive rights –
while encouraging competition between smaller
firms vying to win a contract, (in turn, giving the
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municipal government more bargaining power). This, however, could also create an unreasonably large administrative burden for DAOs
which would have to manage multiple tenders
and contracts. Without proper tendering procedures, the risk of corruption and nepotism could
increase since there would be more contracts
to win. In an extreme case, a poorly managed
system could even lead to open dumping by one
firm in another firm’s zone – a firm-level case of
free-riding.

Box 12: Economies of Scale
Economies of scale refers to reduced cost per
unit output that arises from increased total production. For example, a large factory can usually produce T-shirts at a lower unit price than a
smaller factory. This is because larger firms can
rely more on specialization of different tasks, order supplies in bulk, and spread
functional costs like administration, marketing,
and research across more units produced. This
also applies to services such as garbage collection, where a provider can save money when
covering a wider area, by using its physical and
human capital more effectively. For example,
when servicing more clients in a geographic
area, a firm may be able to invest in bigger trucks,
newer technology, and better-skilled workers.

One potential solution to avoid an increased administrative burden for DAOs is a more grassroots based approach where the local community or ward administration takes responsibility
for waste collection. This is explored further
in Section 3 and Section 4. In brief, it has been
shown in some Myanmar towns that outsourcing at the ward level is relatively efficient exactly
because it adopts a localized, zoned, low-tech
approach. It should be noted that with localized outsourcing, it is more efficient for a contractor to focus on primary collection while the
municipal government manages secondary collection. In effect, this already happens in some
urban areas such as parts of Bahan township in
Yangon, where an informal contractor charges
households for door-to-door collection and
then hands the waste to Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC) municipal workers to
transport it to dumpsites.

iii. Agency Problems
The second reason why outsourcing to a private
contractor may not be more effective or efficient
is that it necessarily entails agency problems.
This concept, first developed by Jensen and
Meckling in 1976, refers to situations where an
“agent” (i.e. a contractor) operating on behalf of
a “principal” (municipal authority) has a motive
to act in contradiction to the principal’s best interests. This is mainly due to the presence of
misaligned incentives.
To use a simple example, a municipal authority wants to see the highest number of households reached, at the best quality of service, for
the least cost. If the contract states that the
contractor is paid a fixed amount every year
according to a set of deliverables (say, covering all urban wards), then the contractor has an
incentive to work only the bare minimum until
those deliverables are met and no further. This
could for example mean that the contractor only
partly covers some wards, or ignores newly built
houses at the urban fringe. The contractor also
has an incentive to reduce the quality of service
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to save costs by, for example, reducing the frequency of collection. The time spent by the principal trying to address the various problems (i.e.
time spent managing a contracting relationship,
including design, tendering and monitoring and
evaluation) are collectively known as agency
costs. Taking the steps to avoid being taken advantage of by contractors can be both challenging and expensive for municipal authorities.

Much economic literature deals with moral hazard, a subset of information asymmetry which
refers to how a principal’s risk is tied to unobservable choices made by the agent. In other
words, the principal can never be completely sure whether an agent will act in good faith
in accordance with the spirit of an agreement.
The risks can be both ex ante (before a deal or
contract is signed) and ex post (after the fact).
Agency costs can also arise as a result of infor- Municipal governments should be particularly
mation asymmetry (see Textbox 13). The main concerned with ex post moral hazard; as noted
information asymmetry as it relates to outsourc- by Kavčič and Tavčar, “in outsourcing contracts,
ing is that full information about fee collection the most common moral hazard is a reduction
and costs is privately held by the contractor. in the level of effort by the supplier (agent), reThis means that the government often does not sulting in lower service quality.” 66
have accurate knowledge about the contractors’ income or expenses, or indeed profitabil- Monitoring contract performance is generally
ity, which makes it more difficult to draw up a considered one of the most effective ways of
contract that properly aligns incentives. While reducing ex post moral hazard. As Poppo and
a contractor is expected to make some profits, Zenger show, the difficulty or ease of measuring
if the profits are very large this implies that the success is a key determinant of how well pringovernment could have extracted more or bet- cipals can govern a contract.67 Monitoring can
ter work from the contractor. However, munici- be tied into the financial incentive of the conpal governments can “own” this information by tractor by making their compensation perfordesigning a contract such that the municipality mance-driven, i.e. tying how much the firm is
collects fees on behalf of the contractor and – if paid to how well they perform against measurnecessary – obliging the contractor to disclose able outcomes.
its cost structure.
Measuring MSW collection outcomes may be
relatively simple in terms of say, frequency and
coverage. Yet the costs of such monitoring may
be high. This could be tackled by introducing the
participation of local residents. Local community members have a vested interest in effective
MSW management and can act as third-party
enforcers that audit user-end service delivery.
This can incentivize contractors to perform better with a view towards upholding their reputation68 or to avoid fines. Community-based monitoring can be particularly valuable in a country
like Myanmar where weak legal institutions may
make it difficult to enforce contracts. It can also

Box 13: nformation Asymmetry
Information asymmetry refers to when one
party to an economic transaction has more or
better information than the other party. This is
most typically seen where the seller of a good
or service, such as a car salesman, has greater
knowledge than the buyer. Almost all transactions have information asymmetries. Though
such asymmetries are not inherently immoral,
they may lead to sub-optimal decision-making.
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ameliorate a lack of administrative capacity in municipal government. It is therefore important to
build trust between the municipal authority and the communities they serve. Similarly, building
trust with contractors is essential for building exchange relationships geared towards mutual value-creation.69
Another option to disincentivize opportunistic behavior by agents is to have the principal (i.e. municipal authority) have a high degree of involvement in the production of an outsourced service.70
Besides monitoring and evaluation, this could include sharing the administrative burden and collection of fees. Anurag Sharma suggests that agents should be required to make investments
in exchange-specific assets, i.e. to purchase garbage collection trucks.71,72 This incentivizes the
agent to ensure successful implementation of the contract, because the agents cannot readily
deploy these assets in other exchanges (businesses), at least not without losing some of the
assets’ productive value. In contrast, if a contractor (the agent) rents the municipal government’s
equipment or takes over operations free of charge, the agent has much less to lose.

Box 14: Transaction Cost Economics
Another strand of relevant literature that accounts for agency problems is called Transaction Costs Economics (TCE). According to this perspective, firms and how they interact with individuals and markets
are analysed in terms of transaction costs, i.e. the costs incurred from engaging in any form of business
interaction. These costs arise due to information asymmetry.73 For example, before buying a new car,
most people spend a significant amount of time researching the comparative cost and quality of different models so that they can make an informed decision. Information asymmetries are a type of agency
problem which – as highlighted in this section – increases the cost of outsourcing an external contractor due to the need to negotiate, monitor and enforce contracts,74 as well as “the management costs
of governing these exchanges,”75 meaning the time it takes for administrators to manage all of these
processes. These costs may be particularly high if the contract is complex. The TCE literature therefore
concludes that public services should only be outsourced if it maximizes performance in terms of the
transaction costs. In other words, the government should only outsource a service to an external contractor if the transaction costs of doing so are lower than the transaction costs of performing the service
in-house. Some authors therefore argue in favor of public provision of services because “the costs of
directly managing municipal workers are [often] less than the costs of managing outside contractors.”76
Total transaction costs of different options also need to be evaluated relative to expected service-level
gains. Conversely, if the contractor is likely to do an inferior job, then this needs to be included in the
calculations. As explained by the Asian Development Bank (2016), empirical evidence suggests that
outsourcing MSW collection is unlikely to provide significant cost savings.77 Nevertheless, it should still
be pursued if the private sector can offer “value for money” whereby the service level improves proportionally more than the costs.78 In such a case, where the cost of outsourcing is equal or greater than the
cost of doing it in-house but the contractor can increase performance in terms of quality and/or quality,
a municipality should outsource since it would result in lower cost per ton of waste collected. In context
of the low coverage of MSW collection in many townships in Myanmar, this means that municipalities
should consider outsourcing only if the private contractor is able and willing to invest enough to provide
better service that covers the entire city, thus creating economies of scale.
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iv. Contract Design: Risk, Incentives,
and Efficiency

Box 15: No Contract is Perfect
According to the incomplete contracting par-

Another theoretical field which helps illuminate
adigm, no contract between two entities can
how to overcome agency problems is contract
ever be “complete” because, in practice, a contheory. Contract design is an important detertract cannot possibly specify conditions for every conceivable contingency. According to Hart
minant of success for outsourcing services.
(1995), “an incomplete contract has gaps, missDue to the concept of incomplete contracting
ing provisions, and ambiguities and has to be
(see Textbox 15), no written contract can ever
completed (by renegotiation or by the courts)
take into account any and all agency problems.
with strictly positive probability in some states
If unforeseen circumstances arise, a contractor
of the world.” This opens up the way for oppormay for example use contract re-negotiation to
tunistic behavior by either one or both parties,
force the government to accept a price increase
especially in the long term, as the nature of the
– commonly referred to as ‘hold-up.’ However,
task may change. However, opportunism may be
mitigated by, for example, choosing a suitable
a contract can deal with many agency problems
ownership structure in case of a public-private
and transactions costs by creating an incentive
partnership or by aligning the incentives of the
structure that aligns the interests of the principrincipal and the agent.80
pal and the agent, and to overcome information
asymmetries. As explained by Jensen and Stonty, shares risks and rewards, and ensures good
ecash,79
quality service provision.
The observation that efficient contracts involve
balancing risk and incentives is well known in
labour and information economics, but is often
overlooked in the outsourcing literature. In the
presence of uncertainty, the principal is not able
to distinguish between the effects of the agent’s
effort and random events on output. In this
case, contractual relationships involve a moral
hazard problem. To overcome the moral hazard problem, the government may transfer risk
to the private sector, but this comes at a price,
because risk-averse firms will charge a premium for bearing risk. As the level of uncertainty increases, the risk premium increases, and
risk-sharing arrangements become more efficient. In other words, contract theory predicts a
trade-off between risk and incentives.

It is important that the tendering process for a
contract is competitive. Although MSW management services are often outsourced to one
contractor for an entire city (due to it being
treated as a natural monopoly), competition can
still be introduced in the tendering process by
making it open and transparent. In other words,
it should be possible for any firm to make a bid
for the contract, and the contract details should
be available for public scrutiny. This encourages firms to offer higher quality service at a lower cost than potential competitors. In a similar
vein, the contract duration should be made for
the shortest time possible, i.e. the time it will
take the contractor to recuperate the capital invested in buying equipment. After the time period, the contract should be re-tendered to ensure
that the service is provided at the lowest possible cost.

To put it in simpler terms, the contractual relationship between the municipal government
and the contractor must be beneficial to all parties by finding a balance that lowers uncertain41
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Box 16: Rewards and Incentives
In the context of contract theory and waste management, rewards refer to the user fees paid for garbage collection which are typically collected by the government. However, in countries like Myanmar
where user fees are low and irregularly collected, the municipal authority is effectively subsidizing waste
collection, and may need to continue to do so if/when outsourcing, to avoid price hikes. In the spirit of
creating a mutually beneficial relationship, this means that the government may need to offer additional
incentives to contractors to expand coverage if user fee revenues are too low. Incentives are what motivate an individual or firm to act in a certain way, and for firms typically refer to a financial gain (although
they can also be non-monetary motivations, such as social status).

Contractors face other uncertainties such as incomplete fee collection, congestion, “acts of
god” (i.e. natural disasters like flooding), etc. A sustainable contract should be designed so
that these risks are shared with the government while maintaining sufficient incentive (income)
for the contractor to maintain normal profits. Otherwise, contractors may pass the risk premium on to consumers in the form of higher fees or lower service provision. Fortunately, MSW
collection enjoys relatively low so-called volume uncertainty because the user base is consistently large, and even expanding. This enables firms to better utilize economies of scope and
scale, but requires a level of flexibility in the contract design.
It should be noted that it is harder to write a complete contract for service provision than construction provision, i.e. it is more difficult to contract out the building of, for example, a prison
than to run one, because the quality of the building can be more readily specified than the
quality of managing it. In practice, this means it will be significantly more costly to administer,
write, tender, and monitor a continuous service contract for MSW collection than for managing
the contracts for, say, constructing a road or new office building. Results-oriented service contracting is, simply put, cumbersome.

v. Organizational Constraints

be understaffed and have weak human resource
capacity, which makes it difficult for them to administrate complex projects. On the one hand,
this makes it difficult for municipalities to improve the waste management supply chain all
on their own. On the other hand, it also makes
them unlikely to be able to effectively plan, design, tender, and monitor complex outsourcing
contracts.85 To put it in slightly more technical terms, many DAOs will be unable to meet
the transactional costs of undertaking proper
waste collection reform, regardless of whether
it is done internally or by an external contractor.

Organizational reform and capacity building is
a key component of development but is neither
easy nor straightforward. This is even more
pronounced in Myanmar where public organizations suffered from neglect for more than half
a century. Many municipalities therefore lack
both the money and the administrative capacity to undertake large capital-intensive projects
such as waste collection reform.
Municipalities in Myanmar have limited budgets. Urban waste collection is expensive and is
typically one of the single largest current expenditure items for DAOs. Moreover, DAOs tend to
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Moreover, Myanmar’s economy is still undergoing early market reforms. The private sector may
therefore be too nascent to have the capacity to
provide the necessary service coverage or raise
sufficient capital for investment, particularly in
smaller townships. As noted by Anderson (2011:
13), “in many developing countries the private
sector solid waste management industry is not
well developed and the ethical framework [of society] is often inadequate to minimize collusion
and procurement irregularities.”86 If both public
organizations and the private sector are weak,
then neither can facilitate effective service provision with low transaction costs.

Box 17: Transparency in Outsourcing
of Public Services
There are many ways in which outsourcing municipal waste collection can be made more
transparent. The chief ways are to announce the
tendering process in advance, make relevant documents available for free, and make the eventual
contract publicly available for scrutiny. However,
the local community can also be brought in as
a third-party stakeholder to improve monitoring
and transparency: directly, by setting up supervisory committees or communal waste collection
associations, or indirectly, by setting up residents’ reporting mechanisms. Moreover, increasing residents’ participation through community
monitoring creates a sense of ownership in the
management of public spaces. In the long term,
building a relationship with the community based
on transparency and mutual trust can create other positive results such as, for example, making
it easier to create campaigns to sort and reduce
waste.

A legal system is also an important institutional
requisite for developing a market-based economy.87 Without a well-functioning legal system,88
contracts are difficult to enforce and disputes
cannot be readily resolved. (In the World Bank’s
2019 Ease of Doing Business report, Myanmar
was ranked 171 out of 190 economies, and
scored most poorly in enforcing contracts, at
188 out of 190). This may make both the private sector and municipal government sceptical about their mutual ability to prevent abuse
or neglect of a legal contract. In particular,
abuse of government contracts is very likely in
“criminogenic” environments that have endemic corruption and inadequate transparency.89
This makes it even harder to develop or enforce
sufficient controls to avoid abuses of tendering
processes. In, for example, Kampala, the capital
of Uganda, corruption harmed MSW collection
efforts by public and private sector operations
alike.90 Municipal governments therefore need
to take steps to ensure sufficient transparency
before contracting out service provision

vi. Problems with Outsourcing
In spite of the many benefits promised by
champions of outsourcing, the practice has
many critics. This is because outsourcing may
lead to increased costs for the government and/
or lower-quality service delivery. This section
will briefly explain four potential pitfalls of outsourcing waste collection.
1. Quality Shading
Outsourcing a given service may lead to socalled quality shading, which refers to deterioration in the quality of service. This occurs
either because the contractor has a stronger
incentive to cut costs than to increase quality91 or because it focuses on one main activity
that is easy to measure (to increase its reward)
while reducing efforts in other areas.92,93 An example of the former would be to cherry-pick the
easiest households to collect garbage from. An
example of the latter would be to expand collec43
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tion service to more neighborhoods, but reduce
collection frequency. Quality shading may arise in spite of the fact that the benefits do not flow
as a resultof poor contract design that failed directly to the bureaucrats employed to handle
107,108
The lesson for government bureauto include appropriate quality specifications or them.
adequate monitoring, in which case it is (the- cracies is that they may wish to keep certain
oretically) preventable.94 Savings may also be services ‘in-house’ if they enjoy (or can create)
transitory, which means that they are gradually a motivating work environment.
eroded over time when, for example, firms ratchet up prices once the government has gotten rid 4. Costs are Unlikely to Fall
In some contexts, outsourcing may create effiof its own municipal waste workers.95
ciency savings.109 A number of studies in Europe
find cost savings of 10 percent to 33.5 percent 2. Reduced Worker Compensation
Another potential pitfall is that cost savings are but most often around 20 percent – after taking
gained through reducing worker compensations, into account quality shading and labor reduc110,111,112,113
However, a large-scale literature
either due to a reduction in real wages or by in- tions.
creasing demands on worker effort. This is also review determined that cost is ultimately not
known as the redistribution hypothesis, since it determined by whether or not MSW collection is
constitutes a transfer payment from workers to provided in-house by the government or by an
114,115
Evidence from develmanagers.96 If savings are grounded in redistri- external contractor.
bution as opposed to technology or productiv- oping countries similarly shows that outsourcity gains, then net social benefit may very well ing is unlikely to cut costs; this is why the ADB
be negative.97 Empirical studies across the out- concludes that outsourcing waste management
sourcing literature have shown that outsourcing should only be considered as a stop-gap solucontractors effectively pay their workers less (in tion for when municipal governments have inmonetary and non-monetary terms) than public sufficient capacity to provide full service cover116
servants, and expect more work effort,98,99,100,101 age.
creating poorer work conditions102 that may lead
to an increase in work-related injuries and in- The often contradictory results in the MSW
outsourcing literature arise from various data
dustrial accidents.103
limitations plus the fact that MSW is an inherently context-driven process. One data problem
3. Public Service Motivation
Another potential reason for why outsourcing is that there is an inherent heterogeneity in the
may fail to improve performance is that it relies quality and quantity of service levels in different
117
on an assumption that the private sector always places. Furthermore, the public sector often
118
has stronger incentives to improve delivery than lacks data on its operating costs and outputs.
the public sector.104 Research shows that hu- Much of the literature on MSW management
man motivation is contingent on many psycho- and outsourcing relies on empirical studies from
logical and social factors other than monetary Western Europe, Australia, and other high-incompensation.105 Public servants motivated by come economies which may not translate to
a concern for e.g. status or social impact may lessons for developing-country economies.
put in more effort, creating efficiency gains.106 Success or failure of outsourcing experiments
Thus the public sector may provide certain ser- will necessarily depend on local political and
vices more efficiently than the private sector, economic context.
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Overall, it is difficult to draw conclusions on
whether or not outsourcing can offer cost reductions or improved services to a given municipality. As highlighted in this chapter, results depend on extremely varied factors, including the
local political-economic context, the respective
motivations of each stakeholder, the construction of financial and immaterial incentives, and
various skill, resource, legal and institutional capacity constraints. Therefore it may be
concluded that the best way forward for those
townships in Myanmar that are short on capacity and wish to implement outsourcing is to keep
experimenting with different contract designs in
an open and accountable manner – based on
the lessons summarized in this chapter – and
to avoid large, inflexible, or long-term contracts.

be viewed as a stop-gap solution to weak public sector capacity (i.e. small budgets and small
garbage truck fleets) when municipalities do not
have the means to improve service provision.

2. Yet firms in Myanmar are also likely to face
considerable challenges in operating large
scale collections. Setting up city-wide waste
collection infrastructure requires the ability to
leverage sufficient capital investment to purchase necessary equipment and hire capable human resources. This is unlikely to be the
case amongst small to medium sized firms, as
are present in smaller towns in Myanmar, due
to difficulties in accessing credit. However, unlike advanced economies where waste collection forms a natural monopoly,119 Myanmar has
cheap labor and experience using small collection vehicles, which means that municipalities
may achieve efficiency by contracting waste
vii. Policy Lessons
collection at a smaller scale, such as the ward
This sub-section provides a summary of prac- level.
tical lessons that can be gleaned from economic theory and relate to how municipalities can 3. Carefully design contracts to align the inbest approach, design, implement and monitor centives of the contractor and the municipalioutsourcing contracts. Although the literature is ty. This is done by sharing risks and rewards in
based on economic research abroad, care has such a way that both groups find the arrangebeen taken to structure the findings in the polit- ment works for them. For risks, for example,
ical economic context of Myanmar.
this means taking into account how to deal with
unforeseen circumstances and the likely future
changes in the size and complexity of cities. For
rewards, it means that both parties benefit from
improved service provision by making sure the
contractor is rewarded fairly. A common way of
achieving this is to build performance-based
contracts combined with a continuous monitoring system. When incentives are misaligned,
contractors will reduce the reach or frequency of
their collections because it is not profitable for
them. The quality of the monitoring mechanism
is often a key determinant of how successfully a
contract is governed.

1. View outsourcing as a solution to weak public sector capacity, not as a cost-saving mechanism. When properly conducted with thorough
tendering, contract design and continuous monitoring and evaluation, outsourcing MSW collection is unlikely to lower the administrative burden or cost for the municipal authority. Similarly,
proper waste collection coverage is expensive
and private contractors are usually unable to
undertake it at a lower cost than the municipal
government. Outsourcing may nevertheless still
be effective if it improves the quality or scope
of service delivery. It should therefore primarily
45

4. Municipal authorities should re-evaluate existing practice of outsourcing the collection of fees
to private contractors. DAOs relinquish financial control when they do not collect fees on behalf
of private contractors and undermine incentives for performance. DAOs give up their ability to
impose the fines written into their contracts for poor performance – and DAOs are unlikely to take
contractors to court due to deficiencies in the legal system. Outsourcing fee collection removes
the immediate frustration faced by DAO staff who often struggle to collect fees. However, this may
result in lower overall collections and so lower coverage. An argument can also be made that DAO
collection of fees helps reinforce the social contract between residents and the city. It also gives
the municipality complete information about revenues, which makes it easier to negotiate, monitor,
and evaluate contracts.
5. Make the tendering processes competitive and transparent. Competitive tendering creates competition between potential contractors, thus lowering costs and/or improving the quality of bids.
Transparency creates better contract scrutiny, which may improve contract design.
6. Limit contract duration to the time required to recoup the contractor’s capital investment costs.
It is in the interest of the municipal government to keep contracts short so that the market remains
competitive and allow new contractors – which may be able to operate more efficiently – to make
bids. Conversely, however, a contract that is too short – such as a year or two – does not offer the
contractor an opportunity to recuperate capital costs. The municipality should therefore limit the
contract to the cost recuperation period (based on projected earnings) because it is the minimum
duration contractors may be willing to commit to. Another alternative is to include a break clause
within contracts so that at a predetermined point in time both parties to the contract can decide
whether or not they want to continue with the contract. This can also provide a point for them to
re-negotiate elements of the contract in light of the changes that will have occurred since the initial
contract was signed.
7. Develop strong relations with different stakeholders to create better contract enforcement and
improve overall waste management. Building a good relationship with the contractor based on
mutual trust will encourage the contractor to perform better, while continuous community engagement will make people more likely to engage in good waste management practices. Collaboration
with local communities can also improve contract monitoring.
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Endnotes
Daniel Hoornweg and Perinaz Bhada-Tata, What A Waste: A Global Review of Solid Waste Management (World Bank, 2012), ix.
2
The slightly broader term Solid Waste Management (SWM) refers to the collection, treatment, and
disposal of all solid waste material. However, in light of the fact that there are no waste disposal
systems in rural areas, this paper prefers the term MSW or MSW management.
3
It is worth noting, however, that liquid or industrial waste management facilities in Myanmar are
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